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NONLEPTONIC DECAY OF SIGMA HYPERONS 

Roger OdeilBangerter 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

July 1, 1969 

ABSThACT 

In this dissertation we present measurements of the decay 

parameters a, a0  and a+  for Z - nir, E -* pr° , and 1+ 	Wen7r 

have also measured the decay parameters 	and T? for E - nir and 

The usual decay parameters 	and y are related to by 

the equations P= ( 1 - a')2 sin 0 and y = (1 - 	cos 0. 

+ 	 - Polarized E are produced by the reaction K p -' ZThr in the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's 25-inch  hydrogen bubble chamber. The 

average momentum of the incident K beam is 385MeV/c. The measure-

ments 'of a are performed by observing the up-dawn asymmetry in the Z .  

decay distributions and the measurements of 0 are made by observing 

the left-right asymmetry in the .np interactions of thoé decay neutrOns 

that subsequently scattered on the hydrogen in the bubble chamber. 

We obtain a_ = - 0.071 ± 0.012 5P  a0  = - 0.999 ± 0.022, a/a0  = 

-0.062 ± 0.016, 	= lti- ± 19 deg,and 	= 13 ±29 deg. These results 

are in agreement with the JtJ = 1/2 rule 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

t!Happy is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that 
getteth understanding. 

For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise 
of silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold." 

PrOverbs 3:13-14 

Since their discovery in the early 1950s  the nonleptonic E decays 
+ 	+ 	+ . 0 -* nw and E -# p7r have been vigorously studied both experimentally 

• 

	

	and theoretically. Unfortunately, we are not yet in a position where 

wisdom and understanding can be said to characterize the state of our 

knowledge. In an effort to ameliorate this situation we present new 

experimental data constituting a significant statistical. improvement 

over previous results. Our data are relevant toa number of theoretical 

suggestions. 	. 

• 	 As early as 1954  Gell-Mann and Pais 1  noted that the decays of all 

the recently-discovered hyperons seemed to obey a JAIJ= 1/2 rule This 

rule has subsequently been shown to be satisfied at least approximately 

by all strangeness changing weak processes. However, the dynamical 

reasons for: the existence of this rule in nonleptonic processes are 

obscure. One of the major purposes of this dissertation is to examine 

the JAIJ= 1/2 rule in light of our newdata. 	 • 

We will also briefly disctiss the relationship of our data to time 

reversal invariance and the current algebra results of Sugawara and 

Suzuki. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 	 • 

By way of further introduction e give a brief exposition of non-

leptonic > decay phenomenology, a survey of the current experimental . 

situation, and a discussion of the history and motivation of our experi- 
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ment. 

Both the initial state E and final state nucleon have J P = l/2 

while the pion has J = O, Thus only s and p orbital states are 

allowed, and nonleptonic E decay can be completely parameterized in 

terms of two complex numbers s and p representing the amplitudes for 

the two orbital states. In terms of the Pauli spin formalism the decay 

matrix element is written as 

T UN (s + p 	U 

where q is a unit vector along the drection of the decay nucleon in the 

rest frame 

For convenience, rather than s and p, nonleptonic h3rperon decays 

are conventionally parameterized in terms of their decay rates F and 

the three parameters a, , and y defined as 

a = 2Re(s* 2 
	

(i) 
1st 	+IpI 

21m ( s* p ) 

2 	2 JsJ 	+ JI 

2 	2 
7= 	5 	-.p 	

(3) Is! 	+lpI 	 1 

2 	2 	2. Since a + 	+ y = 1 it is further convenient to introduce an 

additional parameter defined by 

21/2 = (i-a) 	sin. 

21/2 	 . 
cos 
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Also the likelihood function for 0 is mare nearly Gaussian than that for 

or y. A subscript +, -, or 0 will be used on all parameters to mdi-

cate the charge of the decay pion. 

tble I is a summary of the previous experimental information. 3  

Published data that are a subset of the data presented in this disserta-

tion have been excluded from this summary. The branching ratio is 

denoted by b. 

Tablel 

Reaction 	a 	 1total 	 b 

n 	-.106±.039 	-22±30 (.60±.Oii)x1Q10/sec 	1.00 

	

0 -.829±.135 	 (l.235±.020)x1019 pr 	 /sec 0.528±.015 

00 

+aa0=-.022±.059 1800±300 (l.235±.020)xl010/sec 0.72±.015 

The decay distribution in the E rest frame is given by the familiar 

expression 

I (cos e) d (cos e) = 1/2 (i +P cos e) d. (cos e). 	(!) 

where Py is the polarization of the Z and cos 8 

The polarization of the nucleon is given by 

= I'-7) 	j Q + y+ 	x Q)}/(ia 	) 	( 5) 

In 1963 Watson, Ferro-Luzzi, and Tripp published the results of 

their hydrogen bubble chamber experiment on the Kp interaction between 

250 and 513 eV/c 	They showed that in the vicinity of 390 MeV/c the 

reactions K p E 77 are a copious source ("i 20 mb) of highly polarized 
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E hyperons. Furthermore PE can be accurately calculated on the basis of 

a reliable partial-wave analysis. It was soon recognized that it would 

be possible to do a hydrogen bubble chamber experiment to measure cx 

c, and ±. 	In each case cx can be determined by measuring distribution 

(ti). 	Apart from measured kinematical .q.uantities, P is depenaent 	on 

a, P, and . Since both a and PE  can be determined independently of ,  

(5), P becomes a function of the single unknown parameter (I). 	The 

polarization, and hence 0,, is measuredby observing the left-right 

asymmetry in the np interactions of those decay neutrons that subse-

quently scatter on the hydrogen in the bubble chamber. Figure 1 illus- 

trates the complete sequence of reactions for a Z event. 	. 

No accurate measurement of 	is possible in such an experiment 

since the pp interaction provides very poor analysis of  Pn- 

Our experiment was proposed in May 1964. During the period from 

August 1965 to September 1967, we obtained about .1.3 x 10 6  pictures 

using the lawrence Radiation Laboratory's 25-inch hydrogen bubble chamber.  

There are approximately 6 K per frame yielding 60 000 E events and 

0 000 + events. The average K momentum is about 385 MeV/c. 

In Section II we discuss the design and construction of our ecperi-

ment Section III treats the partial-wave analysis and the determina- 

tion of PE. Sections IV and V explain the measurement of a and 0. . 

Finally in Section VI we discuss the theoretical implications of our 

experiment, particularly its relevance to the JAII = 1/2 rule. 





II. BEAM DESIGN 

A. Design Requirements 

In June of 1964 we began the difficult task of actually building 

a 400 MeV/c K beam. . It seems that there is a conspiracy in nature to. 

prevent one from building such a beam at the Bevatron. In the first 

place K production at this momentum is very low. This is true both.. 

absolutely and also in comparison to other particles. The production 

rate for background particles (mostly electrons andpibns) is about 

three orders of magnitude larger than K production In addition K 

decay losses amount to about 10% per foot. . The background, however, 

decays relatively slowly causing the ratio of K to background to deteri-

orate rapidly as the beam is made longer. On the other hand a high 

background normally requires multi-stage electrostatic separation, which 

in turn requires 'a long beam. And finally, although the pions decay 

slowly,, they do decay rapidly enough to badly contaminate the beam with 

muons.  

As a specific example of these difficulties, the-Alvarez group had 

previously performed a 450 MeV/c K 'experiment' at the Bévatron. The 

beam was located in the 160  area of Quad IiI and was 39 .feet' in length. 

It had an angular acceptance of about .5.millisteradian, a momentum 

acceptance of ± 2%, and a transmission efficiency for K of 'roughly ' 

25%. This beam yielded approximately .25 K per 1010 protons. A single ' 

stage coaxial separator 5  was used giving a background to K ratio of 

65:1. 

As a further example, a study has been made which' 'shows that a 
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compact optical system could be used. with two short conventional separa-

tors to achieve a --O-foot beam. Unfortunately the background would 

still be an order of magnitude larger than the K intensity. 

Since the 70 Quad III location of the Bevatron as already 

equipped with the vacuum channel suitable for the extraction of low 

momentum particles, we chose this area as the site for our beam. We 

adopted the criterion of 10 K tracks per frame as our design goal For 

reasons of compatability with other experithents, and in order to miiii-

mize radioactivation of the Bevatron, it is undesirable to use more than 

about 1012 protons per pulse. The maximum angular and momentum accep-

tance of the beam is largely determined by the size of the vacuum 

channel. Assuming then the same acceptance and transmission efficiency 

as the previous Alvarez group experiment, one sees by comparison that 

the beam cannot be made much longer than about 4o feet and still yield 

an adequate K. flux. 	With conventional techniaues our hem is, invnn.- 

sible. 

Thking into account both production and decay rates and assuming a 

beam length of 40 feet the ratio of background to K at the bubble cham-

ber would be 50 000:1. What is needed then is a short separator capable 

of rejections of better than 10:1. It should be designed in such away 

that it removes the background as early in the beam as possible to pre.-

vent contamination from ii, decay. Accordingly Joseph J. Murray proposed 

a scheme for such a separator, a so-called âeptum separator,whjch, in 

its present form is more of a filter than a separator. 
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B. Septum Separator 

The operation of the separator can be understood by reference to 

Figure 2. The solid lines represent the paths of K particles and the. 	 ' 

dashed lines the paths of 1T and e particles. The deflection of a par-

ticle in an electric field goes as l/(momentuni x velocity). Thus the 

pions and electrons are deflected less than the K particles and strike 

the uranium bars U1  at p or the stainless steel electrodes at q. 

This entire, sequence occurs again in the last two sets of electrodes so 

we effectively have two-stage separation. Our calculations and experI-

ments indicate that particles represented by the dotted lines can 

scatter off of the electrodes with little energy loss In this way 

large numbers of pions and electrons could propagate through the system 

They are obstructed by the uranium bars U1 	Those pions and electrons 

which just graze the edge at point p (or miss it entirely) will be 

found preferentially in the position occupied by the uranium bars U 2 . 

These bars materially lower the backgroundwithout affecting IC trans-

mission Note that the vertical scale in Figure 2 has been greatly 

magnified. Figure 3 is a photograph of one of the four sets of elec-

trodes actually used in the experiment. 

• • Since the effective gap for IC transmission is only about 	• 

.050 inches and the length of the separator is about 80 inches, the 

beam must be parallel to better than 050/80 = 625 milliradian and must 

• 

	

	also be aimed parallel to the axis of the separator with this order of 

precision. These requirements demanded some special attention as is 

• 	 discussed in the next section. It should be noted that the .050-inch 

• 	effective gap results in a maximum transmission efficiency of 25% since 
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Fig. 3. Photograph of one of the four sets of stainless steel 
electrodes used in the septum separator. 
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.050 inches is 1/4 of the thickness of a ap-e1ectrode combination. 

• In contrast to conventional separators, another peculiar character-

istic of the septum separator is the fact that the high voltage is not 

critical. Satisfactory transmission and separation is. achieved within 

± 2% of nominal. Figure 4 illustrates this. 

C. Beam Optics 

Since it req.uires a 4 or 5% momentum spread toget adequate K 

flux, it would be desirable to have a position-momentum correlation at 

the bubble chamber. OptImizing this correlation was one of the major 

criteria used in designing.the beam optics. 

Figure 5 shows the optical system used. The target is a piece of 

phosphor bronze !i x 1/8 x 1116 inches. The magnet VS1 is a small hand-

wound vertical steering magnet which allows one to control the angle at 

which the particleenter the separator and thus allows one to satisfy 

the .625 mr criterion discussed above. Quad.rupoles Q1 and Q2 are • 

adjusted .to make the beam parallel vertically and to bring it to a hori- 

zontal focus at Fhl 	The focus at Fhi gives a position-momentum corre- 

lation and the momentum acceptance can thus be adjusted by changing the 

width of collimator 2. This focus is also important to keep the beam 

• together horizontally, since it tends to spread owing tQ the dispersion 

in the Bevatron field. The field gradients of quad.rupoles Q and. 

I- 	 and the focal effects of 	are chosen such that the beam focuses 

* 
The focal effects of M are adjusted by installing.iron shims on the 

pole pieces 	 I 
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Fig. 4 •  Relative transmission of septum separator as a function 
of voltage at 410 MeV/c. The dashed lines are an estimated 
decomposition into the different components of the beam. 
There is a suggestion of a peak at 18 kilovolts which is 
the proper voltage for 5 transmission. Measurements with 
the bubble chamber indicate that the ji flux is roughly. two 
orders of magnitude lower than the K flux. 
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• 	vertically at P.. (at the front edge of collimator 3) and horizontally 

in the neighborhood of Fh2. We have also adjusted Q3 1  Q, and M to 

give the desired (actually the best possible in view of the constraints) 

position-momentum correlation at the bubble chamber. Of course the 

• 	primary purpose of Mis momentum analysis;the background which is 

degraded inmomentum in the separator is swept aside by N. Ivlagnet VS 2 

allows us to steer vertically so that the K beam passes through colli-

mator 3 which measures only 1/4 inch vertically.  

Several special problems were encountered. As explained above it 

was necessary to have the beam parallel.vertically to less than .625 mr. 

• It was found that bad aberrations in the fringe field of the Bevatron 

made this impossible. As a consequence the beam exit pipe through the 

Bevatron magnet yokes was shielded with an iron pipe of 3/8-inch wall 

thickness This decreases the acceptance of the system and increases 

the number of protons required for a given K flux. 

The position-momentum correlation was somewhat worse than desired. 

It was. hoped that we would be able to establish momentum to about 

± 1/2%, but unavoidable effects such as finite target size and. physical 

constraint on bubble chamber location resulted in a compromise of this 

goal to slightly more than ± 1% under optimum conditions. • . 	. 

The total performance of the beam was satisfactory. The K-to-

background ratio was roughly.3:l. Figure 6 is a typical photograph 

showing E production and decay. 
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III. DETEIIINAtITON OF PE 

As noted above, Watson, Ferro-Luzzi and Tripp have shown that the 

E's produced by the Kp interaction around 390 MeV/c are high1r 

polarized. The polarization is primarily due to the interference of 

the resonant D312  (Y (1520) ) arnlitude with the large nonrésonant 
s wave. Reliable determination of the polarization is the most criti-

cal aspect of our experiment. 

Since C60 is nearly -1, the E. polarization is readily measurable 

through the up-down asymmetry given by p4-). In contrast a_ is very 
small and the E polarization cannot be measured well, but must be.cal-

culated using a model of the production process. In this sense the 

polarizations for E+are considerably less mode1-dependent than those 

for 	Nevertheless in both cases an accurate determination of the 

production amplitudes is essential. In order to establish these ampli-

tudes, we have performed a preliminary multi-channel partial-wave 

analysis with about 140 000 charged E events The K momentum distribu- 

tions for these events are shown in Figure 7 The polarizations obtained 

from our analysis are shown in Figure 8 The sign conventiori is such 

that 

.= p x )/ 	 (6): 

where K and are along the incident K and the production 'IT 

The measured points _aoPz (we discuss these in Section Iv) are shown 
superimposed on the curves of Figure 8a. It is evident that U is 

o 

nearly equal to -1, that the fits are good, and that the Z polarization 

is well determined, particularly in the neighborhood of 385 I1eV/c where 
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the vast majority of events lie. 

It is also possible to crudely confirm the calculated Z polariza-

tions in conjunction with the measurements of OL and 0, We discuss 

this in Sections IV and V. 

We emphasize that despite the lack of any dynamical theory of the 

strong interactions the calculated polarizations should be quite 

reliable. The major assumptions are unitarity, isospin conservation, 

a Breit-Wigner form for the resonant amplitude, and smooth energy depen-

dence for the nonresonant amplitudes.. Furthermore the momentum is low 

so only a few partial waves are significant. The resonant amplitude 

interferes with the nonresonant amplitudes in such a way as to produce 

spectacularly rapid variations in the angular distributions. This condi-

tion allows a precise determination of the parameters of the resonance. 

We have fitted our data to two different models consistent with 

the above assumptions: (a) that used by Watson, Ferro-Luzzi, and 

Tripp which parameterizes the nonresonant amplitudes in terms of constant 

scattering lengths and (b) the K matrix formalism of Ross and Shaw as 

used for example by Kim. 1  The two models give very similar results 

f or the calculated polarizations. For our analysis we use the values 

given by the K matrix formalism. 

The model-dependent uncertainties in the polarizations are almost 

certainly smaller than the statistical uncertainty in our measurement 

of ID. However the statistical uncertainties in our measurements of a 

are sufficiently small that we have limited the analysis to the momentum 

region between 360 and 420 MeV/c, thereby considerably lessening the 

model-dependent nature of the parameterization. 
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IV. MEA$UREMENT OF THE a PARAMEThRS 

There are two principal problems involved in the determination of 

the a parameters. The first results from possible biases introduced in 

scanning and measuring the data and the second results from contamina-

tion of the true sample Of eventsby events having similar topology. 

We discuss scanning and measuring biases in Section IV-A, contamination 

in IV-B, and the actual determination of the a parameters in IV-C. 

A. Scanning and Measuring Biases 

Each of the 1. 3  x 106  bubble chamber expansions of our experiment 

was photographed from three angles. All three views are used for both 

scanning and measuring. The location of the three cameras relative to 

the bubble chamber is shown in Figure 9. The beam enters parallel  to 

the x-y plane and is oriented approximately along the y-axis as is 

shown in Figure 6. 	The magnetic field ( 19 kilogauss) of the bubble 

chamber is parallel to the z-axis. 

About 30% of our film has been scanned twice Comparison of the 

first and second scans  gives a scanning efficiency of roughly 85%, 

(somewhat less for E+  'lr°p). Altogether the scanners have found 

12 000 examples of the reactions Kp - 	Z - iTn (L_), 48 000 

- 	+-  xamp1es of K p - 	iT ; Z+ - 7T
0  p (z0+ 

 ), and 55 000 examples of 

+-. 	+ 	+ 	+ Kp-7r; E -*7rn(E). 

These events have been measured on the Spiral Reader and Francken-

stein measuring machines. Geometrical reconstruction and kinematical 

fitting are performed using TVGP8  and SQUAW9, the standard programs in 

use by the Alvarez group. Our E events have been remeasured until less 
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than 2% fail kinematical analysis. 

Since our detection efficiency (combined scanning and measuring 

efficiency) is less than 100%,  equation ('i-i-) does not represent the 	 H 
• 

	

	 observed distribution of events and may. require alteration to give an 

unbiased estimate of a. 

• 	 In general the detection efficiency. •e could be a function of a 

large number of parameters such as, the lengths of all tracks, the angles •  

between tracks, and the position of the event in the bubble chamber. 

For ourpurposes we find it convenientto represent e as a function 

of the azimuthal production angle of the E relative to the beam direc-

tion cP, cos e = 	, and a set of parameters y representing all 

other relevant variables The angle T is defined such that Cp 	0 

when the E is produced in the x-y plane moving to the right of the beam 

direction. Quantitatively CP is given by 	' • ' 	, 

	

= sin 	f ( x  ) 	( x )/( 	x J 	x 	) 

• . 	where the notation is self-explanatory, the observed distribution of 

events in cos 0 is given by 

cos e) = (l-+XPcos e)fe(cos e,cP,y)Q(y)R(cp)dcpdy 
• 	• 	

• P 1-fQ?ycos 6)e(cos e,p,y)Q(y)R((p)dcpdy d(cos e) 

where Q(y) is the probability density of the total unbiased sample of 

events in the parameters y, and R() is the probability density of the. • j. 

sample in cP. 	Since all values Of 	are equa1lr likely R(T) = 1 	• 	• 

and I?  may be written as • 	 . 
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COS a) = (lcOs a) N(cos e)/D(aTF  

where 

N(cos a) = fe(cos a, 	
, 

y) Q(y)ddy 

and 	 - 

= bl-~U?ycos G)e(cos 	Q(y)ddy d(cos a) 

Because of the location of the cameras, the detection efficiency, 

to a very good approximation, must be dependent only on the projection 

of the event onto the x-y plane of Figure 9 Any event has a projection 

identical to the projection of its mirror image in the x-y plane so 

that under such.a reflection e. is unchanged. This is expressed by 

the equation 

e( -cos a, _cp, y) 	e(cos a, cp., y) • 	 (i) 

By making the substitutions cos 6 - -cos 6 and P
p

- 	 one can 

easily show that 

fc OS a e(cos 6, cp,y)dcpd(cos a) = o 

so that D is independent of 	Similarly one can show that 

N(-cos a) = N(cos a) so that It  may be written as 

It(aPE, cos a) = (l-iXPcos a) f(cos6) 	 (8) 

where f(cos a) = N(cos e)/D is an even function of cos 6 	We empha- 

size that the only assumption in the derivation of (8) is the equality 

• 

	

	 • of e for an event and its mirror image in the x-y plane. Examination 

of Figure 9 shows that this condition may not be adequately satisfied 
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for events occurring close to the edges of the visible volume of the 

bubble chamber since tracks inclined upward may be slightly longer than 

tracks having an equal dowiward inclination. To minimize these edge 

effects, we have adopted a fiducial volume that excludes those events 

occurring within 6 cm of the edges of the visible volume of the bubble 

chamber. 

One also expects the detection efficiency for an event to be 

nearly equal to that of its mirror image in that.plane which contains 

the beam track and is perpendicular to the x-y plane. Under this 

reflection all pro3ected lengths are unchanged as are the magnitudes of 

the pro3ected angles This is illustrated by Figure lOa and lOb and is 

expressed by 

e(-cos e, 7r-q,y) = e(cos e, (p,y) 	 (9) 

where y is now allowed to specify somewhat fewer parameters than was 

the case in equation (i) Condition  (9) also leads to result (8) 

If both (i) and  (9) are satisfied it follows that 

e(cos 6, cp + 'lr,y) = e(cos 8, cp, y) 	 (10) 

This simply expresses the fact that the detection efficiency is 

unchanged under a rotation of iT about the beam direction. Equation 

(10) is sufficient to provide some information about the observed dis-

tribution of 9p. This distribution is given by 

f ( 11 cos 8)e(cos e,,y)Q(y)dy d(.cos e) . 
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Fig. 10. Event configurations expected to have nearly equal 
detection efficiencies. 
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From (10) it follows iediate1y that 

= R'(cp + ir) 6 	 (u) 

This distribution is shown in Figurell f or all three event types. 

Note that (ii) implies that thenümber of evéntflwhich theE goes 

up (na) should be equal to the number of events in which the E goes 

down (nd). Similarly the number Of events in which the E goes to the 

right (nt ) should be equal to the number of events in which the Z goes 

to the left (n 2 ). 

In analogy with IPPwe can definean azirnuthaldecay angle Cpd  

given by 

d=s1n[(ExZ)(Zxv)/(!ZxZl 	xvI)j 

where 	is along the direction of the visible decay product. Equa- 

tion (io) may now be rewritten as 

e(d+ 7T, 	
+ 

7r,y)  

It then follows that equation(n) and the subsequent statements about 

the up-down and left-right synmietries ofare also applicable to
Pd 

The distributions of CPd are shown in Figure 12. The quantities 

d) and (n2-nr)/(n+ r) for both production and decay 

vertices are given in Table II. 
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ThbleII. 

Event Type (na-  nd)/(nU+ rid) (n2 - nr )/(n+ rir ) 

.0052 ± .001 - .0058 ± •0O 

Production -.0071 ± .0051 -.0070 ± .0051 
Vertex 

Ej -.0112 ± .0019 .0012 ± .OQ49 

Total - -.0031 ± .0027 -.00O ± .0027 

• .0101 ± .0Ol ool4 •OOl 

• 	 Decay 	 Z .00l 	± 0051 .0031 ± .0051 
Vertex 	+ 

± .008)4 .00)49 ± 
- 

-.0136 .0049 

Total .0072  ± .0027 -.0027 ± .0027 

In addition to the symmetries discussed above, one also expects 

the configurations shown in Figures lOc and lOd to have detection effi-

ciencies roughly equal to those of the configurations of Figures lOa 

and •  lOb. These additional equaiities explain the approximate 4-fold 

symTietry exhibited by the distributions of cp and CPd . As exected 

the minima in these distributions occur when the production or decay 

plane is parallel to the camera axes. 

For an unbiased sample, . v as ev1uated in the E rest frame 

should be uniformly distributed between -1 and 1. The experimental 

distributions are shown in Figure 13. Depletion occurs for 

E• V 1 (and also . v -1 in the cae of Es ). 	This corresponds to 

small values of the angle 5 in Figure 10. Such E decays are clearly 

difficult to detect. The situation is much worse for the E decay 

V• 	 - 	 • 	 -- 
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since a given laboratory angle corresponds to a lai'ger center-of-mass 

+ 
angle than'is the case for the 	and E.decay modes. Furthermore, the 

ionization of a E and proton are more nearly equal than the ionization 

of a E and a pion so that track darkness cannot be used to identify the 

decay vertex. 

Fortunately those decays for which.Z. V ± 1 must have small. 

values of P . 	and therefore contribute very little to the, measurement 

ofa. 	 . 

In cOnclusion, the.t'otai detection losses are small (.- 15%) and 

are particularly small for those events which contribute most heavily 

to the measurement of U. It i'a priori'extremely unlikely that the 

losses that do oCcur could in any way bias a, and the distributions of 

IPP and d  are consistent with this expectation. 

B. Contamination of Sairple 

There are two types of contamination in our data. The first type 

results from non-sigma events which are topologically similar to the. 

true events. The second type is 'far, more serious and results from 

ambiguities between Z and Z events. 	 . 	. 

A 7, event may be simulated by the sequence of reactions 

Kp Kp; pp - pp, where one of the scattered protons is too short to 

be visible. Since the iorization of the K is typically several times 

that of a 7r , most of these Kp events can be properly identified by 

the scanners. Also, the two-event types are kinematically rather 

different. ,  

All events ' identified as Kp -* Kp by the scanners have been fitted 
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to both Kp - Kp and the Z hypothesis with zero-length E. Of 42 000 

events only 1600 give acceptable fits to E •, Closer examination shows 

that roughly 1200 of these are E while 400gre Kp scattérings. Since 

the visible proton loses very little energy in a small-angle pp scatter-

ing, these Kp events are very similar to those simulating -finite-length 

E events. In fact it should be somewhat more difficult toobtain an 

adeqpate fit to the finite-length E hypothesis because of the additional 

• . 	constraints imposed by measuring the fake Z. We would thus expect that 

less than i% of those K p scatterings called E by the scanners will 

actually fit the Z hypothesis a This estimate could be somewhat low 

because those Kp events that are ambiguous with E have a proton. momen-

tum of about .300  MeV/c where the.pp cross section. is relatively high. 

Roughly 1% of the events called 	by the scanners fit only the Kp 

hypothesis. • Since this must represent nearly the entire sample of 

misassigned events, we estimate the total contamination to be about 

.oi%. Furthermore, the small angle pp scatteings must have small 

values of P. q so that they contribute relatively little to the 

measurement of a. Even if our estimate of contamination is an order of,  

magnitude low, the. bias would not .be serious. 	 . 

The E events can be simulated by Kp - Kp followed by 

- 	-- 	- 	-o K 	t V or K -+7r 7T . 	There are many such events but nearly all are 

rejected by.the scanners. Slightly over 1% of the events called E 

fit only the Kp. hypothesis. Again the situation is kinematically . 

cluite unambiguous and this must represent nearly the entire sample 

of misidentified Kp eveiits. We conclude that the contamination is 
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considerably less than 1%.  Even a contamination of 2 or 3% would be 

relatively innocuous since 	as determined by the Kp events must be 

zero which, acording to Thble I, is nearly correct. 

The zj events should be free of non-sigma contamination. 

As noted above, the most difficult contamination prOblem results 

+ 	+ from the ambiguity between E and E. There are three categories of 

• 	information which allow us to distinguish these decay modes: 

Kinematics 

• 	 Only about 19% of all Z decays fit both E and 

Ionization Information 

The momentum of the pion or proton is typically several hundred 

MeV/c so that the proton ionizes much more heavily than the pion. 

Information about the ionization is obtained in the following ways: 

For those events in which the charged decay product makes an 

angle of less than 500 with respect to the x-y plane (dip angle ?.), the 

scanners are able to distinguish Z and E with better than 95% relia-

bility. All tracks having 1XI > 509 appear rather dark and it is more 

difficult to distinguish differences in ionization. The scanners are 

able todistinguish such tracks with better than 75% reliability. 

The range of a proton is much smaller than that of a pion . 

having equal momentum and many protons stop in the bubble chmber. 

This stopping proton information alone is sufficient.to reduce the 

ambiguities from 19% to 7%. 	 - 

• 	• • (c) The range information is also used in another way. If the 

fitted momentum of the proton hypothesis gives a range significantly 

• 	smaller than the measured length. of the track, the proton hypothesis 
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may be rejected. 

Because. of its greater energy loss, the radius of curvature of 

a proton decreases more rapidly than that of a pion. In some cases 

this difference gives an unambiguous mass determination in the process 

of geometrical track reconstruction. In all caseâ, TVGP computes a 

track X for both .mss hrpotheses. 	. . 

About half of our events were measured on the Spiral Reader. 

The Spiral Reader automatically measures track darkness and this infor-

mation is used to calculate a X2  for each mass hypothesis. 

3 A Priori Probability 

Although both F, and E events, are uniformly dIstributed in Z.. v 

in the F rest frame, . .the laboratory distributions are q .uite dissimilar. 

An a priori probability for each hrpothesis may be assigned. on the 

basis of . v as measured in the laboratory. 	. 	. 	 . 

.Those events that are unambiguously fitted by SQUAW are checked 

for consistency with the range-momentum.conditions of 2b and 2c. If 

consistent, these events are considered to be truly unambiguous. 

For the ambiguous events it is desirable to obtain a number repre-. 

senting in some sense the simultaneous goodness of fit to all of the 

above categories of information. If we denote a given mass hypothesis 

by the discrete variable n• and the kinematic variables of an event by 

the probability density in 	is given by 	. . 	 . 

	

e 2(;m) 	 . 	. 
P(;m)cc 	

1 
[ detE(m)]2 

where E(m) is the error matrix used in constructing X 	The matrix E 
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is dependent on in because the errors assigned to the measured quanti-

ties of bubble chamber tracks are largely determined by Coulomb scatter-

ing. Given we can regard P( ,m) as a likelihood function for the 

determination of in We thus interpret P( 	,m)/P( 	,m) as the 

probability ratio for Z relative to E. 

It is possible to assign a probability ratio to each of the other 

types of information available. The product of these ratios expresses 

the combined probability ratio r for the two mass hypotheses. Details 

of the probability assignments are given in Appendix A. In some cases 

rather .crude estimates are employed to assign these probabilities. In 

any case, our goal is only to find some recipe that effectively sepa-

rates the two mass hypotheses. To evaluate the effectiveness of the 

separation, 897 F,0  events (r < 1) were very carefully exaiained on the 

scanning projector. There are no cases in which definite misassignment 

has occurred but there are three events about which we are unable to 

make a meaningful decision. We also examined 1032  Z events (r > 1). 

Among these we find three misassigned Z events and seven events about 

which we are unable to make a decision. 

ThoseL events having values of r close to unity have about 

the same weight in the determination of a+ . as those with large values 

of r We choose to correct cX for 0 3% contamination and leave a 

unchanged, 

C. Measurement of a 

We measure XPE for all:three event types by the method of moments. 

The first moment of eguation (8) is given by 
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1. 

• 	 <cos 	
f 

e> = 	cos e (l-+XEcos e) f(cos e) d(cos o) 

' rl 
=OTE cos2 e f(cos e) d(cos e) . 

i-i. 	 .• 

The second moment is given by 

<cos 2  e> = f cos 2  e(1Ecos e) f(cos e) d(cos e) 

= j cos 2  e f(cos e) d(cos e) 
J-i 

• 	sot.hat 	 ..• 

CIP= <cos e> / < cos2  e> = 	cos e 
/ 	

2 e 

where N is the total number of events. The statistical uncertainty in 

OTy  is given by* 

(cxp) 
= ( 	

cos2e 1  (i - aPz cos  e) 2  1 1/2  / 	cos2e 

The measured values of a_PE-  and 	are used as input data - 

for the multi-channel partial-'wave analysis described in Section III 

The values of a and Uo are determined simultaneously with P by X2  

• minimization. This method of determining a has the virtue that statis. 

tical uncertainties in PE  are automatically reflected in the uncertainty 

assigned to a. The measuredvalues of -a0P+ together with the curves 

In performing our analysis we used an incorrect formula for calculat-

ing the uncertainty in QP>. 	This has resulted in a negligible ( 5%) 

overestimation of the uncertainty .in a0 . We are indebted to,Prof. 

George H. Trilling for bringing this to our attention. 
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of P+ have already been shown in Figure 8a. The measured values of 

a_FE- together with the fitted curves are shown in Figure i'-i-. The 

values of X2  for both a_P - and  aOPE+  are good, being 44 in both 

cases for 60 data pOifltS.* The values of a are 

a = - 0.071 ± 0.012 , 

a0  = -0.999 ± 0.022 • 

These values are obtained from about 51 000 E events and 32 000 

events having beam momenta between 360 and 420 MeV/c. 

The quoted uncertainties are statistical only, however since the 

partial-wave analysis is preliminary, we have examined the correlations 

of a0  with possible systematic and model-dependent biases. We believe 

these possible biases have less than a 1% effect on a0  and we neglect 

them. We recognize that this constitutes the weakest point of our 

experiment, however a more detailed partial-wave analysis is in progress 

and will be.reported in the future. 

It is possible to present the information in Figure 14 in a way 

that crudely confirms the calculated values of E polarization (calc). 

shown in Figure 8b. 	 . 	. 

The sample of E events is divided into four bins according to 

* The number of degrees of freedom is somewhat fewer than 60 since the 

measured values of UPE contribute to the determination of a and the E 

production amplitudes. For the complete partial-wave analysis, we 

2  obtain X.= 209 for 215 degrees of freedom. 	 . 

H . 	•.. 	..; 	.. 	
.. t.. 	..\ 
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1'calc 	The first bin contains those events having -1 < Pcalc < 

the second bin containthbse events having -•5 < Pcalc< 0, and so on. 

For each bin we measure a_Ps-.  The measured values are shown in 

Figure 15 as a function Of calc 	The points have been plotted at the 

mean value of P ca1c for each bin. if the calculated polarizations are 

correct, the measured values of 	should lie on a straight line with 

slope a.. The line shown is the best least squares fit to our data 

and has a slope of -.076. The data clearly provide some confirmation 

of the gross features of the curv-es in Figure 8b 

In the case of 	we can eliminate all model dependence by measur- 

ing a.4Ja0 . For this determination, we use all of our data in the 

momentum region from 300 to 160 MeV/c The ratio R = a+/a0 is given 

by minimizing  

R(aoPy_+) .  - (a+) 	. 	. 
x2 (n)  

1 	[F 5(a0P+) 2 + [(a+PE+) 
] 

We obtain 

a.4Ja0  = - 0 062 ± 0.016 

This result has been corrected for 0 3% contamination The minimum 

value of X is 133  for  159  degrees of freedom 	The measurement is 

based on 38 000 	events and 42 . 000 E events. 
0 	. 	 .+. 	 . 

Assuming the E polarizations to be known exactly, we have also 

measured a. and a+ by the method of maximum likelihood. The logarithm, 

of the lkelihood funLt]on as obtained from (8) is given by 
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Fig. 15. Measured values of aP_ as a ±inction of 

calculated 2 polarization. 



in [ 1 +a (PEcos e )1 J 

The term N lnf(cos e) has been dropped since it is independent of a. 

• 	.• 	• 	The curves of in (a )  are shown in Figure 16. 	The values of a 

obtained from these curves are • 	• 

= -0.072 ± 0.012 

and 

0069±0017 

These values of a are based on the sample of events between 360 and 

20 MeV/c and again we have corrected a+  for 0 3% contamination 
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V. MEASUREIVtWL OF TUE PARAMETERS 

As explained in Section I, we measure 0 by observing the angular 

distribution of np scatterings produced by the reactions E± , 

np -+ np. The probability density for the np reaction is given by 

w( 	)dr = 1/2(1 + Tn 	 (12) 

where s is the unit normal to the np scattering plane and A is the 

np scattering asymmetry. The azimuthal scattering angle 	is given by 

= cos(Pn/IFI). We use the values of A determined by Arndt 

and MacGregor. 10 . These are shown in Figure 11.  The vector P appear-

ing in (12) is the polarization of the neutron as observed in that rest 

frame of the neutron obtained by a direct Lorentz transformation from 

the center of mass of the np system, hile P as given by (5) is mea-

sured in that rest frame of the neutron obtained by a Lorentz tiansfor_: 

mation along ^q from that Z,rest frame (RF) in which Ĉi and F..are 

measured. The polarization PE as given by (6) is correct in either 

the ZRF obtained by a direct Lorentz transformation fromthe labora,-

tory (EUFlab)  or the ZRF obtained by a transformation from the Kp 

center of mass system. 

Because of the curvature of the E.in the magnetic field of the 

bubble chamber LRFlab rotates. Furthermore both PE  and P precess. 

Owing to the short Emean life these effeCts result in a negligible 

change in Ps , but for a low momentum neutron Pn  can change by more 

than a radian. 

For simplicity in writing equations we will continue to use the 

nonrelativistic notation. In particular we, make no distinction 
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between P in (5) and P in (12). However, in performing all calcula-

tions we employ the following procedure: 

-. 	 / the polarization P in 5) is generalized to a -i.vector. 	We 

transform this 4-vector,to ERPlab and from ERFlab.to  the laboratory. 

In the laboratory the precession of P is easily calculated owing to 

the simple form of the electromagnetic field strength tensor. The 

remaining transformation to the frame appropriate to (12) is unnecessary 

since P . would be unchanged. 

A. Identification of Events 

The relatively low K yield of the Bevatron and rapid decay of a 

low momentum K beam necessitated placing the bubble chamber very close 

to the Bevatron thus precluding the use of adequate shielding against 

background. In particular a high background flux of fast neutrons pro-

duced about 20 np scatterings per frame, making it impossible to select 

the real events simply by scanning. 

In order to select those scatterings resulting from E decay, we 

first measured and analyzed about 20 000 events of the tye E - niT 

and 52000 events of the typeE[-> n'Tr. We rejected those events 

having a neutron momentum less than 275 MeV/c. At these low momenta 

• 

	

	 A is very small and the events would not significantly contribute to 

our results. Elimination of the low momentum neutrons reduced the 

total sample to about 43 000 events. The results of the analysis of 

these 43 000 events were used to predict the directiOn of the neutrons' 

on the scanning projector in three different views. We then scanned 

for up scatterings that occurred within' ± 30 of the predicted direction 



* 
in all three views. 

The. scanning was performed rapidly by using a' special device 

designed and built for thisexperiment. An image of Figure 18 was pro-

jected onto the screen of the scanning projector in such a way that the 

apex of the. Vtt  could be superiniposed. on the decay vertex by moving a 

single handle. The orientation of the "V" in  the protractor was con-

trolled by a large knob mounted on the scanning projector.  

The scanners were requested to record only those events in which 

the projected length of the proton (on the scanning projector with a 

magnification of 2/3)  was at least 2mm In one viewand not less than 

lnnn.in any view. Both scanning efficiency and measuring acuracy are 

poor for very short protons; we therefore increased the above lengths 

to b-mm and 2rmn respectively for those events actually used In the deter-

miñation of I. 

The above selection procedure was very effective. From a total of 

43 000 x 20 = 860 000 np scatterings only approximately 4300  events 

satisfying the scanning criteria were found. The recoil protons were 

measured and the results 'of these measurements were merged with the 

original measurements of Z production and decay. The resulting data 

were subjected to a seven-constraint (7c) three-vertex fit. In some 

cases, which constitute L.%  of the fitted events, the momenti.m of the 

In almost all cases the direction of the neutron can be predicted to 

better than 10. In those cases in which it cannot, the ±30 scanning 

criterion was extended to ±3 std. dev. 
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recoil proton cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy to provide 

any real constraint. These events were fitted using only 6 constraints. 

•'. 	 . We obtain a final sample of 1385  E events and 560 Z+ 
 events.. The dis-

tributions of these events in kinetic energy and scattering angle are 

shown in Figure 19.. The contours are curves of equal A. 

B.. Estimation of Background  

The original fit to E production and decay is 4C, and as noted, 

this fit determines both the direction and momentum of the neutron. 

Two of the three additional cOnstraints imposed by measuing the 

np scattering, can be regarded as coming from the measurement of the 

position of the np interaction point. Since.the position of the 

-~ niT vertex is known, this is equivalent to measuring the two angles 

specifying the direction of the neutron.  

The neutron momentum and measurement of the np. scattering angle 

determine the proton - momentum. Measurement of this momentum provides 

the third additional constraint. 

We estimate (see Appendix B) that the accuracy with which the 

direction of the neutron is known is alone sufficient to reduce": back-

ground contaidnation to io%. In order' to investigate the elimination 

of background effected by all three constraints, we subtract X for 

the tC fit (X) from X 2  for the final IC (6C)fit It c an be shown 

*The length of the E is typically too short to permit ,  a useful thomentum 

measurement; otherise the fit to production and decay would be SC.' 
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(see Appendix C) that this difference is distributed as X (x) The 

experimental X2 . distributions together with the expected distributions 

are shown in Figure 20 The experimental distributions are too narrow 

indicating a slight overestimation of uncertainties. After examining 

these curveS we decided to reject those events falling in the shaded 

areas  of Figure 20. 

The X2  distribution for n degrees of freedom is given by 

Wn( x2  )dx2  cc e_X2/2 (X2 )n/2_ldX2 	 (13) 

If the background Is random rather than Gaussiah, the X 2  dThtributipn 

for background.events by comparison with (13)  is given by 

W(X2 )dX2  cc (x2)4/2_1dx2 	 (ii) 

The background is of course not truly random, but has some probbi1ity 

density function of finite wi4th. An analysis of the distributions, of ,  

the background events,including the effects of the ±30 scanning cri-

terion, indicates that the deviations from (])i-) for (X -4) < 20 or 
for (X6 - 	< 20 are very 'small. 

We obtain;  an .upper limit on contaminatbn of 2.9% by normalizing 

(14) to the shaded areas in Figure 20 assuming that an events in these 

areas are background. This should be a considerable overestimation for 

two reasons: The number of true events falling in this region is pre-

dicted by (13)  to be about 2% of the total. Allowing for the over-

estimatioii of errors one expects this to be reduced to 1/2 - i%. In 

addition the X distributions for bubble charnber experiments, in our 

experience, always have considerably more genuine events with large 
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than equation (13)  predicts.. 

As final check on the effect of background the unshaded areas in 

Figure 20 were both extended to X2 = 16. According to (iii.) this doubles 

the background in the sample, but results in a shift in 	and 	of 

less than 8% of the statistical uncertainty. We conclude that the 
/ 

effects of background are truly negligible. 

C. Investigation of Biases 

In addition to contamination, the opposite problem of less of real 

events could also produce a bias. 

One exrpects the .three major sources of loss to be: 

Bad measurements 

Scanning inefficiency 

Loss of protons that leave the bubble chamber close to the point of 

interaction 

The problem of bad measurements was considerably mitigated by carefully 

inspecting, and remeasuring, if necessary, all those events in which the 

recoil proton could not be successfully reconstructed from the original 

measurements. Altoether, 18% of the original 4300 events were 

remeasured. 

Scanning efficiency and loss of particles that leave the bubble 

chamber shortly after scattering should both be primarily functions' of 

the projected length of the recoil proton. In.order to investigate 

these effects, 16% of our film was, rescanned. Scanning efficiencies 

based on the two scans show a striking deficiency of short protons. 

However, since scanners on both scans •tend to miss the same events and,' 
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because of insufficient data, efficiencies based on this method are 

not reliable. 

Since np cross sections and polarizations are well known, we 

decided to obtain detection efficiencies by comparing, the outcome of 

the actual experiment Lth the results of a Monte Carlo simulation. 

The neutron from each of the 43 000 original Z decays was propa-

gated through the bubble. chamber ten times producing about, 33 000 fake 

np scatterings distributed according.to.the known cross section. The 

.differential.cross sectiondepends'on,P, which in turn is ,a function .  

of 0 and PE.The  Monte Carlo simulation was performed for several 

extreme combinations of 0 and PE.  Fortunately all simulations give 

essentially the same detection efficiencies 

The detection efficiency •e is given by  

e = lO(number of true events )/(number of Monte Carlo events). 

Note that this is an overafl detection efficiency and includes, losses . 

due to all effects. We find e to be a function of two parameters. 

The first, as expected, is the projeáted length. Since the scanners 

scanned in only one view unless an event was found, the projected 

length was taken to be the length in this view. Additionally,, we' find 

that those protons which dip steeply in the chamber are preferentially 

missed. This .is presumably because the photographic persective is 

such that these tracks appear, considerably different in the three views 

and are not recognized as the same event by the scanners. The detec- 

tion efficiency as a function of projected length for those 'protons 	 . . 

with dip angles ? less than and greater than 45 °  is shown in Figure 21. 
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The curves are freehand and reflect the belief that the detection effi-

ciency as a irnction of projected length should increase monotonica.11y 

and then plateau. 

D. Maximum Likelihood Determination of 

The probability density (12) must now be altered to include the 

effects of detection efficiency. We represent e as a function of and 

a st of parameters y, describing all other relevant aspects of a prti-

cular event.. Let Q(y) be the probability density for y. Then (12) 

becomes 

[1 + AP() cos 	fe( ~ ,y)Q.(y)dy 

w(, )d 	= 	 d 	 (15) 

fl 1 +AP()cos J e(,y)(y)ddy 
We form the likelihood. ftnction 	,(() using equation (15). 

	

Neglecting terms independent of , in 	
() 

is given by 

ln() =ln[i+AP()cosj - N lnffl+AP ()bos] e(y)Q(y)ddy 

Thesum extends over.the total number of events N This sum is just the 

usual expression for in Ot 
() 

while the second term contains all correc-

tions 	 : 

Using (5) we rewritethe integral in the second term as 

ff 1 + AP ()cos] e(,y)Q(y)d 	dy 

( 	 (a+)i 
1 +.A 	 e(,y).Q(y)ddy 

j 	 1+aP.q 

A 	 A 

f 	
s 	q)(q.$) 	2 

	

+ cos 	A 	
A 	

(i-a ) 2e(,y)Q(y)d dy 
• 	 • 	 l+.aP. 

• 	 • 	 I' 	 - 	 P. 	 - 

pxq.s 	
2= • 	 + sin 	A 	• 	 . 	 (1a)2e(,y)Q(y)ddy 

J 

	

	l - 
 

-aP.a 
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where the integrals on the right-hand side of the equation are now inde-

pendent of 0. Denoting these integrals by Ii, 12 and 1 3  the expression 

for ln() becomes 

ln() = 	ln .1.1 + APn()cos ] - N ln(11 + 12 cos 	+ I3sin ). 

(16) 

Since an analytic expression for Q(y)is UflkflOwfl, I I. ,  12 and 1 3  

were calculated using the 33 000 Monte Ca.i10 events described above. 

The integrands if I, 12  and 1.3  depend on A. a, PE,  q, ç , e and Q. 

Of these A, a, E' q.  and are specified by each Monte Carlo event. 

For each event a numerical integration over was performed by varying 

r between 0 and 2w. For each value of Y, the projected length and 

the dip of the recoil proton were calculated and e was obtained from 

the curves of Figure 21. Since the Monte Carlo events are distributed. 

as Q(y), i, 12  and 13  are approximated by summing the numerical inte-

grations over all events These sums are normalized by dividing by the 

total number of Monte Carlo events..  

The logarithms of the corrected likelihood functions as given by 

(16) are shown in Figure 22 From these likelihood functions we obtain 

= 1 0  ± 1901. 	. 	 . 	 . 

= 130 ± 290  

These values are practically unchanged for any reasonable values of 

a_ and a+ . 

In view of the uncertainty in the detection efficiency e, one 

ma.'v quest:ion the entire correction procedure. Howerer, ' is quite 
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insensitive to the corrections that have been applied.. The uncorrected 

values are 

= 15° ±19° , 

l8°  ± 28°  

We were originally led to study the corrections becausewithout them 

the following consistency CheCk gave rather poor results. 

Given (the sign of y) it is possible to regard(15) as a func-

tion of PL, thus giving an additional check on the 	poiarization. As 

before, the sample is 'bxoken up into four bins according to predicted 

polarization. We obtain Py  for each bin, again using the maximum-

likelihood method. The appropriate correction, integrals for each bin 

were evaluated by using the same method as used in the measurement of 

Figure, 23 exhibits the results with and without the corrections.' 

Without the corrections the X confidence leveJ is about .11%,  while 

with corrections it is 6% The corrections are only weakly dependent 

on the exact form of the detection efficiency functions Despite the 

high confidence level for this consistency check we cannot rule out 

the possibility of .some.residualbias-in ourdata; however, because of 

the insensitivity of 	to the corrections that have been made any 

residual bias should be negligible 
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VI. ThEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

12 
Despite some formidable theOretical difficulties it is generally 

assumed that the completely hadronic weak interactions can be described 

by a current-current type Hamiltonian density give by 

H = JJ  + JJ  

where J transforms like a member of an SU(3) octet.. Since H is a 

symmetric form, it contains only the symmetric representations occurring 

in 8 ® 8. These are 	8ss and 2. 

Although the three nonleptonic E decays all have JLII = 1/2, the 

isotopic spins can q .uite clearly be combined to give lL1i 	1/2, 3/2 

and 5/2. Both ItI1 = 1/2 and IZII = 3/2 can be accommodated in a 

Hamiltonian transformingas 8027'; however iI = 5/2 cannot. Thus 

if one believes the octet current hypothesis, there is reasOn to 

expect lLII =' 5/2 to be absent. The most economical way to explain 

the absence of 	J = 3/2 i.e., the 1,M1 = 1/2 rule, is to asune that 

the entire 27 is absent (or at least that the 8 is strongly enhanced 

relative to the 27). There is no completely satisfactory explanation. 

of why this should be so, and the extent.to which it is true merits 

further investigation. 	 . 

Assuming 1/1I = 5/2.is absent, we calculate the consequences of a 

Hamiltonian having both ILII = 1/2 and IAII = 3/2 contributions. Thus, 

since 
s 

Alz =  -1/2, the Bañiiltonian has parts transforming as I1/2,-1/2> 

and 13/2,-1/2> . The notation is II, I> • 

Applying standard Condon and Shortley Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 
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one obtains the following isotopic decompositions of the 'irN final states: 

<irNl 	= 	<3/2, -3/2 1 
<vop= 	 <3/2 , 1/21 	- 	<1/2,1/21 

<irnl 	= 	/173 	<3/2 , 1/21 	+J7 	<1/2,1/21 

Using these decompositions and the Wigner-Eckart.theorem 13  we write 

the three nonleptonic decay amplitudes as 

A_ 	A13  - 	/7r A33  (l7'a) 

A0 	= \/2 	A13/3 + Li. .,/3 	A33/15 - 	(A11+ A31/20 (rrb) 

A 	= 	A13/3 + 2 JlQ A33/l5 + 2 (A11+ A31/20 (r(c) 

A1 	denotes a reduced matix element where 	i 	= 2III and 	j = 

Since All  and A31  appear only in the combination All  + A31/2,. it is 

impossible to distinguish the two experimentally. 	It is sometimes con- 

venient to combine equations (l() to give 

A 	+ A - A 	= 	3 17 A33   

Equations (11)  and (18) hold for both 	.s 	and 	p 	amplitudes. 	Further- 

• 	more, as we later explain, s 	and 	p 	are expected to be nearly real. 

We can therefore, to a good approximation, write (18) as a real vector 

equation in a space where • s 	is the abscissa and 	p 	is the ordinate 

A0 +A-A 	= 	37A33  

If only 	= 1/2 tes are present, then 
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and, as is well known, the three nonleptonic decay amplitudes form a 

closed triangle in s-p space. 

Several assumptions are necessary to compare the above expressiOns 

with experimental data. The first problem encountered involves the 

exact form of the decay matrix.element. We have previously written 

this matrix element as T = s + p a q. One could equally well write 

T = s + p'. where 	is no longer a unit vector. This is of no con- 

sequence when discussing the decay of a single charge state; however, 

when comparing various charge states to each other, it can make a consi- 

derable difference For example, the reaction 	T•+ has 	= 185 

MeV/c while 	- nlT has ( 	= 193 MeV/c, resulting in about a 	. 

difference in p and p' 

It is of cours.e possible, and generally desirable, to use a 

covariant formulation of h3rperon decay, but again the choie of matrix. 

element is not unicjue. For example, one can write either 

• 	 T = UN (AB75 ) UE 	 (21) 

or 	 • 	 • 

T = i (AT- Bty5)yUkX 	 (22) 

where k7  is the u-momentum of the pion. In writing all covariant 

• 	 equations, we will use the conventions of Bjorken and Drell. 	We will 

also let M, m,and kL be the masses of.E, N, and 'wrespectively. 	 • 

Again when discussing a single charge. state, it is irrelevant if 

we choose (21) or (22), since by use of the .Dirac equation (22) can be 

expressed as . . . . 
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T = [UN A.'(M-m) - B'(M+m)75 ] u 

This is euiva1ent to (21) with A = A ' (M-m) and B B t  (M-m). 

Similarly, all more complicated matrix elements can be shown to reduce 

to (21). This must be so since the decay is completely specified by 

two parameters. Furthermore, A and B (or A' and B'.) are simply propor-

tional to s and p respectively. 

Ifwedefine 

= 1(M-)2- 2 
Cl 	

M2 
and 

. 

c2 	M-m) 2  -i  2  

(M)22  

then the decay rate times the branching ratio is given by 

bF = c1(1Al 2  + c2 JBJ 2 ) 	 (23) 

and the decay parameters are givei by 

= 2 2 Re(A*B) 	
(2a) 

Al 2+ C21B1 2  

2 C2 	(AB) 	 (24b) 

Al 2  + C21B1 2  

JAI  2 	2 
(24c) 

2 	2 
A +C2  B 

We have defined C1 and C2 and thus A and B to be consistent with a 

suirniiary by J. Peter Berge 15  that has been widely cuoted in the litera- 



ture. 

If one replaces C1  and 02  by Cl' = C1(M-m) 2  and 

C2 ' = C2  [(M-I.m)/(N_m)] .2, euations (23), and (2I) also hold for A' 

andB'. 

Another problem complicating the comparison of different charge 

states comes from the nature of A and B. The quantities A and B (or AT 

and B') are really form factors and may depend on mbmentum transfer, 

which is different for different charge states. In absence of an 

adequate theory, we'.neglect this dependence. 

Since the weak interaction is thought to be of the current-current 

form, (22) may seem more fundamental than (21). However, until we have 

a theory which specifies how to correct for the lack of exact symmetry 

among various charge, states, there is really no reason, to .prefer (22) 

or some other interaction over (21). We will give results for both 

(21) and (22) and Ignore the nonrelativistid parameters. All of our 

comments about isospin, particularly equations (Ii) through (20)re 

of course valid for A and B (or A' and B') as well as s and p. 

In the derivation of equations (i') through (20) we referred only 

to symmetries of the weak Hamiltonian. Unfortunately, both strong and 

electromagnetic interactions influence the physically measured decay 

parameters.  

The electromagnetic radiative corrections have beencalculated  

by C. Jarlskog.16 Although this calculation is dependent on an unknown 

cutoff parameter, itseems certain that the corrections to both A and 

B are considerably less than i% for all three decay modes. We therefore 

neglect these effects. 	 . 	 ' 
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If one writes the S-matrix as S = 1+2iT, unitarity implies that 

_i(T_Tt) = rpt If one assumes time reversal invariance, then 

Tab = Tbal thus Im(Tab) = E TaflTflb* . 	Let b bean initial > state 

and a. be a specific isotopic spin state of the Nr system If one 

evaluates the matrix elements at the E decay energy, the strong process 

NIT -'* NIT is overwhelmingly dominant and one may write 

Im(Tb) 	Tabb* =.TabIbI e 18 	 .. . 	 . ( 25) 

where 5 is the appropriate NIT phase shift. - Since Im(Tab) is real, the 

phase of Tab is given by 5 (modulo IT). Also then the relative phase 

of A and B is given by L = 	- s (again modulo 'IT). 

In principle, one can measure a and 	and determine 

= tan(/a), thus prOviding •a test of time reversal invariance. Com-

bining our measurements of a and with those in Table I. we obtain 
& -3 + 113 deg and 	= 80 

+ 102 deg. The uncertainties are too 

large to provide a test of time reversal invariance. 

For our purposes, we assume equation (25) is exact. This assump-

tion should be very good. The only processes in which a violation of 

CP (or T from the CPT theorem) invariance has been established are 

decays of neutral K mesons. In these decays the CP noninvariant ampli-

tudes are of the order of lO as large as the CP conserving amplitudes. 

Perhaps more relevant to E decay is the measurement of L\ for other 

hyperon decays. In particular L for A decay has been measured to be- 

3  (-7.5 ± 3.9) degrees in excellent agreement with equatio (25). 
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• 	 We note in passing that all NiT phase shifts at decay energies 

are small justifying our earlier conmient about the nearly real nature 

• 	of the decay amplitudes. 

• 	Subject to the uncertainties and reservations stated, we are now 

• 

	

	in a position to express the measured parameters in terms of theoretical 

amplitudes There are eight statistically-independent measured quanti- 

• 	 ties: a, a0, aa 	r_.,rtotal=ro+.r+, b•= F+/Ftota1 	and 

The parameter a is given by 

a 	
2 	Re 	(A13- 	A33)(B13- 	B33) e31 3) 

- 	(A13- 	A33 )2  + c (B13 - 	B33 )2  

• 	• 	2C1 fcos(331 - 83)(A13 - 	A3)(B13 

(26a) 

The iTN phase shifts are denoted by 521,L and A, and B ij  now repiesent 

purely real quantities. Similarly, one may write 

Cto = 2C 	[cos( i3 53 )( .33 

- cos(511-ö3)( 	A13/3+2/ A33/15)( 1/3)(B11+B31/2) 

- cos(831 -51 )( //3)(A11+A31/2)( 	B13/3+4f B33/15) 

+ cos(o1151)(2/9)(A11+A31/2)(B11+B1/2) J /r , 	( 26k) 

= 2C 	[cos(13-63)(A13/3+2 	A33/15)(B13/3+2 	B33/15) 

+ cos(11-63)(A13/3+2 	A3345)(2/3)(B11+1332) 

+ cos(531-1)(2/3)(Al1+A3 1/2)(B13/3+2B33/15) 

+ cos(811-61 )(4/9)(A11  + A31/2)(B11  + B31/2) 1 /F , 	(26c) 
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= c [(A13  - 	A33 )2  + C ( 	- 	B33) ] , 	(26d) 

r0 = c{ [(A1/3 + 	A33/15)2  + (2/9)(A11 + A32)2  

- 2 cos(83-1)(  V2 A13/3A33/15)( 3)(Au+A31/2)J 

+ C2 [ (JB13/3 + 4/B3 3/15)
2 
 + (2/9)(B11  + B31/2) 2 

- 2 cos(631 - 11)(B13/3 B33/15)( /3)(Bii+B31/2)1 } 

 

ç = c{ I (A 13/3 + 2 VG A33/15) 2  + (/9)(A11  + A3 /2) 

+ 2 cos(53-1)(A13/3 + 2 A33/15)( 2/3)(A11 + A3 1/2)j 

+ c [ ( B/3 + 2 F10 B33/15) 2  + (/9)(B11  + B31/2)2  

+ 2 cos( 31 - 11 )(B13/3 + 2 	B33/15)(2/3)(B11+B31/2) I } 
 

tan 	rj Tj , 	 (26g) 

and 

= tan 	 T) 	 (26h) 

The expressions for 	and 	are obtained bymaking the replacement 

cos 	sin in (26a) and (26c). The expressions for T and T+  are 

obtained by making the replacement C2 -*, .-C2 in (26d) and (26f). 

If.we assume the NiT phase shifts are precisely known, equations 

(26) can be used to express the eight measured quantities in terms of 

six unknown amplitudes (A11  + A31/2 is regarded as a single paraeter). 



BE 

We will perform a X minimization to obtain the best S  fitted values of 

the amplitudes. 

Table III is a compilation of the data in Table 1, together with 

our new data. 

Table III 

Reaction 	a 	 Ftotai 	 b 

n 	-.07±.Ol1 	(± 16)°  (.60±.O1l)x10 0/sec. 1.00 

Z p0  -.995±.022 	 (1.235±.020)x1010/sec 0.528±.015 

+ 

	

	 10  aa-.050l5 (161±21) °  (l.235±.020)xl0 E 	 /sec 0.72±.015 

The 'irN phase shifts are given by17  

8= 90 
	8 = 00 	8 	 53, = - 3 0 

 

The familiar AB trangle representation of the data is shown in 

Figure 24. 

Equations (26g) and (26h) and the measurements of 	are extremely 

important in eiiminating the so-called "which is nich' T  ambiity. It 

has been known for many .years that a 	a 	0. 	Thus these decays are 

nearly pure s-wave or pure p-wave. Assuming the 	[ = 112 rule 

(equation (20) ), the known a parameters and decay rates demand that 

if E - n7( is mostly s-wave, E 	nhr+ must be mostly p-wave and vice 

versa. Without a measurement of 	or 0 there is no direct way18  

of determining which is which. 

In two very influential Dapers 2  Sugawara and Suzuki used the 

II 
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algebra of currents to theoretically predict that A+ '= 0. The measure-

ments of T have provided striking confirmation of this prediction, but 

unfortunately the experimental uncertainties. in '+' are still so large 

that these measurements contribute practically nothing to the precision 

with qhich one can determine the A and B amplitudes. 

Since yo  has not been measured, there could still be one remaining 

ambiguity in the solution of equations (26) corresponding to y o  > 0 

and yo  < 0. We find U. -1 so that y o  0 and the two solutions are 

essentially the same'. 	 . 	. . 

Using the data in Table III, we have performed six different fits 

to equations (26). The results are tabulated in Table IV. 

In fits 1 and 2, we have set A33 ' = B33 = 0 and assumed the' sign 

of yo  which resulted in the ,1oest X2 . If one also assumes that 

A31 = B.31 = 0, these. two' fits are tests of the JJ 	1/2 rule aiid 

indIcate that to. the accuracy of the present' data there is no need to. 

invoke IATI = 3/2 

Since A and B are very insensitive to our measured values of +, 

fits 3 through 6 involve no real constraints and are to be regarded 

simply as 'solutions of equations (26). These' solutions indicate 

clearly the extent to which the J.iI 	3/2 amplitudes are known. 
• 	In addition to the above fits we £ave.performéd a fit similar to 

fit'3' but neglecting the measurements'of 	From this fit we fInd 

the expected values of 0± to,be given by 	 = -0.70  and 

These values are to be contrasted with the expeáted value.s 	= 00 

and 	= 180
0 
 obtained by neglectingfinal state interactions. Note' 

that 	> a. This condition results from the fact that the real parts 
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of the twO- isotopic-spin *ip1itudes that make up A nearly caicel each 



T~able V. Error matrices for Edecayamplitudes. The rows and 
columns are ordered as All  + A31/2, B11  + 331/2 , A13 , 
B13 , A33 , B33 . 

ERROR MATRIX FOR FIT 1 

	

.001516 	.101947 	.000127 	.lO9 

	

.001947 	.103807 -.1)1153 -.100110 

-.00127 -.001153 	.0O275 -000034 

	

-.000009 -.000110, -.001034 	. 0 10370. 

FRROR MATRIX grOR FIT 2 

	

.008169 	.003450 -.019fl -4000011 

	

.00450 	.072480 -,196 	- 0 100009 

• 	
.h01990 	.001969 	0041.31. -O0006 

	

-.000(111 -.000109 -,()00n69 	•107274 

ERROR MATRIX FOR FIT 3 

• fl47R0 	• 0 	 00 44lr1 -.3030 -.027177 -.'4778 -.03513 

.044111 	.520674 - .029775 -.219495 -046951 -.349532 

	

-.003 0 30 -.029775 	9002748 	.01517 	.003244 	.0 2 40 9 1 

	

-.122127 -.219495. 	.015129 	.181389 	.023909 	.276857 

	

-.04778 -.046951 	.003244 	6 023909 	.005354 	.037911 

	

-.035136 - 6 348532 	4024091 	.276357 	.037911  6448495 
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Table V. Continued. 

ERROR MATRIX FOR FIT 4 

.064297 .069453 -.040214 -032952 .0630 -.052386 

.069453 9100198 -.04685 7  -0038888 -.073844 -.061822 

-.040214 -.046857. .030246 .022575 .043142 .036011 

-.03295.2 -.038888 . .022575 0033503 4035666 050809 

-.063380 -.073844 .043142 .035666 .071589 .056604 

-.052386 -.061822 .036011 .0.50809 .056604 .2728 

ERRORM.AIRIX FOR FIT 5 

.(Y)1624 .013699 -.000883 -.003648 -.001383 -005871 

.013699 .231052 -.009139 -041170 -014304 -.066259 

-4000883 -6009139 . .000791 .002546 .000942 .004159 

-.003648 -.041170 •002546 .057696 .004010 .091342 

-001383 -014304 .000942 	. .004010 .0017.14 •06408 

-.005871 -.066259 .004159 .081342 .006408 .140506 

FRROR MATRIX FOR FIT 6 	 . . 

.022628 .021351 -.011954 -.004682 -.018698 -.007571 

6021351 .045245 -.014384 -.006240 -.022468 -010089 

-.011954 -.01438.4 011172 .003.371 .013007 6005.556 

-.004682 -.006240 .00371 .010480 .005294 . 	 .014393 

-0018698 -.022468 .013007 .005294 .023928 .008483 

-.0075i71 -.01fl089 .005556 .014393 .008483 .025439 
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APPENDICES 

A. Resolution of the 	- Z Ambiguity 

The logarithm of the probability ratio = (probbilit of 	) 

(probability of 	) is given b 

log(r) = 	logp1  

The ratios p are determined by the 7 t3rpes of mass dependent informa-

tion described in Section IV-B. 

The quantity log 1  is determined by kinematical fitting and is 

givenby 

logp1  = 	217 1 X2 (n)_x2(n)J + 
log a(m)(m)ak(m) ] 

Note that .217 = log(e). The full error matrix Eis not available 

in WGP output so that 	det E()/det E(m) J 2 
has been approximated 

using only the diagonal elements of E. These diagonal elements are 

given by 'a2 . 	The -subscripts 	, X and k refer to the ,azimuth,di 

and momentum of the;  charged decay partiàl. 

The value of 109p2 is determined by 

S 500 and scanned as 

109p2 = 	- • 	> 500 and scanned as 
0. - 	

), 	 JJ < 500 
 and scanned as 

• 1.1, • 	> 500 and scanned as 	. 
+ 

Note that these values of 109p2 somewhat underestimate the reilabilit 

of our scanners as given in Section I\T. 
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The determination of logp 3  is to some extent arbitrary and 

reflects our belief that less than .1% of those tracks that stop in the 

bubble chamber and give satisfactory fits to the E hypothesis are in 

+ 
fact E events. We have set 

-3 for a stopping decay track 
logp3  = I . Ofor  a nonstoppirig decay track. 

The exact value of 109p 2  is relatively unimportant for our purposes. 

We require only that IlOgP3 be large enough to effectively place events 

with stopping protons in the uñairibiguous category. 

We define a X such that 

22,, 	2 / 
X = Pf - P2) /Pf) 

where Pf  is the fitted momentui of the proton from the Z hypothesis and 

Pf is the associated uncertainty. The quantity p 2  is the momentum 

corresponding to a proton range equal to the measured length of the 

visible decay product. Since no corresponding X 2  is available for the 

pion hypothesis we approximate it by its average value of 1 so that 

• 	
• .217(X - l) Pf < p 2  and .X > 1 

logp), = 	 : 
0 otherwise. 

IfPf  > p , x2  has no meaning since the visible decay track may be 

short simply because the particle leaves the bubble chamber. The con-

dition X > 1 insures that logp > 0 This is proper since the function 

0± logp is to discximina±e against those fits to the 2 hypothesis 

that are not self-consistent 

Rather than attempt to interpret the track X 2  described in 



Section IV in a theoretical, way, we have formed the quantity 	. 

= X2 (ni) - X2 (n1 ) and compared its distribution for tracks known to 

be protons with its distribution for tracks known to be pions From 

these distributions we obtain 
 

A < - 50  

logp5 	0 , - 50 	 10  

1 ,.10'< 20  

1.5, 	20 '< A -s 4o 	 ,. 	. 	. 	. . 

2, 4o <L 

The distribution of L for ambiguous tracks could be somewhat different 

than the distribution for unambiguous trac.ks. To allow for this possi-

bility we have madelogp 5 ' consistently smaller than the values 

obtained directly from the distributions. 	 , 

The values of X obtained from the Spiral Reader 'measilirements of 

bubble density are known to be rather unreliable, and we have conse-

q.uently weighted this information very lightly. We define 	. 

x = .109 [ X2 (n') - x2(n)] 	and set  

 - 

 

l,x< - 

logp6 	, 	x,-1 S x S 1 

l,1<x  

The value of J1ogp6  has been limited to 1 since Spiral Reader informa- 

tion is less reliable, than scanning .in±ormation. For example if a  

track is crossed by other tracks in the bubble chamber,- the Spiral  

Reader bubble density will be anomalously high. - 	 ; 
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Finally if i(E • v) and I(E v) are respectively the laboratory 

distributions of 2 v for Z and L decays, logp7  is given by 

log(II), -1 	iog(I) 
logp1 = 

, log(I/I 
) 
< -1. 

We have demanded thatlogp 7  ? -1 to eliminate the well known 

"t Jacobian peak" singu1arity.  

If we also assign a value of log(r) to the kinematically unambiguous 

events we can directly calculate the ambiguity contamination in our 

samples. For unambiguous events we let log(r). = logp 0  .+ 109p2 where 

logp2  is defined above and 

+ • 	
-3 if kinematically unambiguous 

logp0 = 	 ° 
• 	 3 if kinematically unambiguous 

For our experiment we have adjusted the various constants in SQ.TJAW so 

that those mass hypotheses that are rejected are nearly always more 

than a factor of 103,
less probable than the hypotheses that we accept 

However, as in the case oflogp3  the exact value of logp0  is relatively 

unimportant. 

To the extent to which r is believable the fractional contamina-

tion of the E sample of events is given by 

N 

Co =• 	___ 
N0  L i+ 

i=1 	r 

w]L1u NO  is the inunbei of events having r s. 1 	Similarly the 
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B. Monte Carlo Simulation of np Scattering Background 

Using Monte Carlo techniques, we have performed a calculation to 

determine the extent to which background is eliminated by the two con-

straints coming from the measurement of the position of the np scatter-

ing vertex. 

The scanning projector was used to crudely measure the coordinates 

of about 150  background scatterings. As expected,'we found these scat-

terings to be quite uniformly distributed in the bubble chamber. 

For each of the 43  000 events originally scanned for recoils, we 

generated 10 fake randomly-distributed np scattering vertices. We 

calculated X for each vertex using the fitted neutron angles and uiicer-

tainties. For this calculation the position of each fake vertex was 

assigned an uncertainty corresponding to typical measurement uncertain-

ties. This uncertainty is about .015 cm in x and y and about .05 cm 

inz. 

Figure 25 is the X2  distribution for all fake events. The shaded 

area corresponds to those events satisfying the scanning criteria. 

Except for the effect of the scanning criteria the distribution is flat 

as predicted by equation (1 14) Also as asserted in Section V-B, signi-

ficant deviations from (14) occur only for X2  > 20 	This is essen- 

tially because the width of' the distribution of points selected by the 

scanning criteria is much wider than the uncertainty in neutron direc- 

• • 
	ti'on. The distributions of all the parameters (momentum and angles) 

of the background protons are 'much wider than the measured unöertain-

ties in these parameters'. One therefore expects (lLI) to be valid for 
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we 

C. A Theorem on the Distribution of X 2 - X 2. 
rn_n 

In working with rnultivertex fits to bubble chamber events it may 

sometimes be desirable to determine the effects of one particular 

vertex (or other subset of data) on the total goodness of fit. For 

example one may be certain of the interpretation given to some vertices 

•but may be troubled with ambiguities or background at other vertices. 

The purpose of this appendix is to show that if one first applies an 

n-constraint fit to some subset of the data and then an rn-constraint 

fit to the entire set of data, then X2  - 	is distributed as in 	n 	 rn-n 

Before formally stating and proving this theorem, we briefly 

review the general X2  minimization problem. 

Let 	be the set of n measured parameters, and let.a be the 

set of r parameters to be determined by minimizing X 2 . Also let E 

be the error matrix f or . As usual we assume,that there is some 

linear transformation represented by a matrix f such that <r,> = fa. 
Then we have 

- fa) E( 	- 

The matrix E (and thus E) is srimnetric and can therefore be diagonal-

ized with an orthogonal matrix R. We rewrite X 2  as follows: . 

= ( - fa)RRERR  

f) 

Since E' (and thus E T -) is positive definite one can define a matrix N 

sitch that N2  = (E t ) 1 . 	The expression for X2  then becomes 



S.  

x2 = (e 
t

f'a) 	( ç' - ±a) 

= ( 

where 	= N c, g = Nf and Tj=• - ga. We have thus reduced 

to a simple sum of squares. 

Let a* be the values of a which minimize X2 . By differentiating 

with respect to a one obtains 

gt( 	ga*) 

If we define G = gtg then a* =9%and X2 at its minimum value is 

given by 

= t ( - gG_lgt)t(l - gGg) 

= t(1 - gG gt)t(l - gG-lgt)TI  

= tPtP  

where P = (i - gG_lgt) 	Note that P = Pt and also that 

= '(1 - gG_lgt)(l - gGg) 

= l - 2gG 1gt + gG gtgG_lgt S  

= l gG_lgt = P 	 S  

so that P is a projection operator. Since P is, symmetric it can be 

diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation. Purthermore since it is 

a projection operator all the eigenvalues are either 0 or 1 and 

can be represented, as a sun of squares. It is well known 20  

that Xo  is a quadratic form in n-r dimensions. Thus the rank of Pis nr,. 



S 
S. 

Theorem: Let 	and a1  be respectively the n1  measured parameters, 

2  
and the r1  parameter.s to be determined through X minimization. Let 

and a2  be n2  and r2  additiOnal independent parameters to be added 

for a second X2  minimization process. If the minimum X for the first 

step is X and for the second step then the difference X - is 

distributed as X for n 2  - r2  degrees of freedom. 

Proof: As usual X = 71tP1r11 and X 2 = T 'PI1. 	It is convenient to 

increase the dimentionality of P1  so that it operates on the full space 

TI and to then consider the quadratic form 1t(p - P1 )r. We extend 

= (l - g1G -1  1  g1 ) by adding enough zeroes to 1, g 1, and G 
-11  to 

increase the size of these matrices to dimensionality nxn, rxn,. and 

rxr respectively where n = n 1 + n2  and r = r1  + r2 . For example 

O 
1 = 	n1xn1)) 	 o 	oJ 

which is an nxn projection operator. 

2 i The matrix g for X s of the form 

g = ( ig jo) 

Notice that <> may depend on a1  but 	is indepondent of a2 . 

Evidently one may write 91  = P1g, tg  = g1tg1 and G1 1G1 = P. 	 - 

We note that (p - P 1 ) 2  = P2  - PP1  - PP + P = P + P1  PP1  - P1P. 

2  If,  PP1  + P1P = 2P1  then (p p1) = P-P1 and P - P1  is a projection 

/ 
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operator. Actually it is sufficient to show that PP 1  = P1  since then 

PP1  = P1 = P1  = P1tPt = P
1P 

We proceed as follows: 

/ 	-lt, 	-lt • 	 PP1  = 1 - gG g ) iP 1  - 91G1  g1  

-it -lt 	- it = P1  - • gG g P 1  + gG g g1G1  91  

. -lt 	-J_ 	t = P1 .-. gG g P 1  + gGnlgl 

=P1  

Thus P-Pis a projection operator so that Tl +(P-P,)Ti c. be represented 

• 	 as a sum of squares. It then follows that i(P -P1) is distributed as' 

for some.as  yet undetermined number of degrees of freedom. However, 

< x 2 - x> =- 	= n1  + n2  - ( r1  + r2 ) - ( n1  - r1 ) 

= n2  - r2  so 	P-p1 ) must be distributed as X2  for n2  - r2  degrees of 

freedom. 	 . 	 . 
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D. Preliminary Measurements of Decay Hates 

The 1968 measurement of Z lifetime 	= ( 1.38 ± . o) x iO 	sec 

performed by Whiteside and Gollub21  is inconsistent with pevious meas-

urements and has been excluded from the summaries given in Tables 1 and 

III. In order to resolve this inconsistency we have obtained prelimi-

nary values of T and T+ from our data. We find 

T = ( 1.46o ± .027)xlO °sec or 
	

(.685 ± . 013)x1010/sec 

T = (. 771 ± . 011 )xlO 10sec 	or 	= (1.297 ± .)xl010/sec. 

Our value of T is in good agreement with that of Whites ide and Gollub 

and is in serious disagreement with the value used in Table I. 

We have corrected our data for scanning biases and for the finite 

size of the bubble chamber. We have used only those events in diich 

the momentum of the is greater than: 200 MeV/c and the absolute' value 

of its dip 'less than 300. We have also excluded those events having 

cos( 	v) > 0.9 as measured in the E rest '  frame.. The value of 

was obtained using onlyZ events. In both cases the quoted uncer-

tainty allows fora possible i% systematic bias. 

In addition to our results two preliminary measurements. Of T 

were presented at the April 1969 meeting of the Mierican Physical 

Society in Washington, D.C. These results are . . 

-10 	22 T1.3X10 	sec . 

and 

T = ( 1.54 ± .06) x 10 10sec.23 
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Table V. Error matrices for Z decay amplitudes. The rows and 
columns are ordered as All  + A31/2, B11  + B31/2, A13 , 

p13' A33 , .B33 . 

FRROR MATRIX FOR FIT 7 

. 0 10549 	.202233 -. 2 00151 -.000r 

.002233 	.16699 . -.001378 -.000411 

-.010151 -.001378 	6000323 -400003 

-.002015 -.002411 	.000035 	6011730 

FRROR MATRIX FOR FIT 9 

.028719 	.003979 -.002750 -.200022 

•003979 	.0'675 -.002369 -.000071 

-.002250 -.022369 	.004862 -.000070 

-00020.22 -.000071 -.00070 	0202577 

FRROR MATRIX FOR FIT 9 

.001368 .010111 -.000710 -.002246 -001107 -023628 

.010111 .215936 -.006854 -.026446 -.210654 -.042737 

-.902710 -.026854 .909712 .021673 .000762 .002773 

-.007246 -.026446 .901673 .051396 4002608 .069870 

-001107 -.010654 .000762 •.00 	6 0 8 h01468 .004161 

-. 0 03628 -.042737 .002773 .069870 . 	 .004161 .124140 

13 
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Thble V. 	Continued. 

ERROR MATRIX FOR FIT 10 

	

.026363 	.024465 -.014398 -.006806 -.022524 

	

.024465 	•054096 -.016519 -.008930 -.025795 

-.014398 -.016519 	401273 	.004993 	.015502 

-.006806 -.008930. 	.004893 	.013669 	6007680 

-.022524 -.025795 	.015502 	.007680 	.028468 

-.010954 -.014373 	6008009 	.019135 	.012258 

ERROR MATRIX FOR FIT 11 

	

.002277 	.019964 -.001308 -.007275 -.002054 

	

.019964 	.321968 -013254 -.00739 -.020795 

-.001309 -.013254 	.00.1100 	0004977 	001375 

-.007275 -.080739 	.004977 	.089223 	0007853 

-.002054. -.07079 • . 	.001375 	. .007853 	.002439 

-.011638 -.129148 	.008039 	.129846, .012502 

FPROR MATRIX FOR FIT 1.2 

	

.034984 	.035892 -.0199.71 -.017683 -.031355 

	

.035892 	.069230 -.023830 -.016656 -.037382 

-.019971 -9073830 	.016814 	.008693 	4021109 

-.012683 -.016656 	.008693, 	.018781 	.013716 

-.031355 -017382 	0021109 	.013716 	•037359 

-.020302 -026662 	.014054 	.027219 	.021947 

-.010954 

-.014373 

• 00900 

.019135 

.012759 

.033170 

- .011639 

-.129148 

•008039 

.129846 

.012502 

.218195 

-.020302 

-.026662 

.014054 

•027?3Q 

.021847 

• 
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g. 26. The AI = 1/2 triangle obtained by using the new 
decay rates. 
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